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“We have been able to find
more resources that we
did not have in inventory
as well as find equipment
that needed to be retired
out of circulation. The
reporting functions in
Destiny Resource Manager
have allowed us to save
the district money.”
TELLI ERVIN
Campus Support Manager

The Northwest Independent School District (ISD) is one of Texas’
fastest-growing districts. With 29 schools, 5,000 staff members,
and more than 25,000 students, accurately managing and tracking
assets is critical – but it hasn’t always been easy.
OUTGROWING AN OUTDATED SOLUTION
Instructional Resource & Technology Manager Amanda Piper-McClure
came to Northwest ISD from the corporate world. When she started her
position, the district had just made the decision to transition to Follett
Destiny® Resource Manager from another textbook management program,
but her initial experiences in her new role was with that old system.
“One of the first things I noticed was a need to be able to put in orders
and have a way to track what was ordered before it arrived,” said PiperMcClure. “With the district’s old system, the inventory capabilities were
limited. I wanted to have a more user-friendly way to track inventory
throughout our district.”

Telli Ervin, the district’s Campus Support
Manager, had also grown frustrated
with the limited functionality of their old
system. “We really needed an improved
inventory process with better reporting
functions,” Ervin said, “and we wanted it
all in one place with the ability to monitor
all district resources in one application.
Not just our textbooks, but all of our
Academy Media & Arts Technology
(AMAT) as well as everything from our
vehicles to our musical instruments.”

“Follett Destiny Resource
Manager’s reporting
features really help our
campuses with their
end-of-year collection of
materials. It allowed us
to have 100% collection
rate from our seniors for
their textbooks.”
AMANDA PIPER-MCCLURE
Instructional Resource
& Technology Manager

Their old system offered limited ability
to report data, no ability to accurately
track textbooks or devices on campus,
and minimal ways to place orders from
campuses to the warehouse. In addition,
staff found themselves having to call the
resource management company to have
them run needed reports, as there was
no way for Northwest ISD staff to do
it themselves.
It was time for a change.
DESTINY: STREAMLINED SYSTEM
WITH ROBUST TRACKING
CAPABILITIES
With the implementation of Destiny
Resource Manager, the forward-thinking
school district has found a powerful
system – and support team – that
transformed the way they manage and
track their assets. Now, nearly two years
after the adoption, Northwest has seen
savings not just in financial resources,
but also in staff time.
“The data and inventory management
capabilities of Destiny have enabled
huge improvements that help me
be more efficient in my job,” said
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Piper-McClure. “Being able to track not
only textbooks, but also all of our other
curriculum consumables and resources
under one software system really helps
optimize the process.”
With Destiny Resource Manager, staff
quickly and easily track what resources
the district has and pinpoint where they
are. Resources can now be tracked as
they follow staff and students when they
move between schools – an essential
feature, as students keep their schoolissued laptops year-round from sixth
grade through graduation. When every
dollar counts, having an accurate
accounting of high-cost resources, like
computers, ensures a high level of
essential fiscal responsibility.
“With Destiny, we’ve been able to find
more resources that were not in our
inventory, as well as find equipment
that needed to be retired out of
circulation,” said Ervin. “I like having
the ability to transfer materials from
campus to campus when necessary
to help avoid overage purchasing, and
having the ability to pull reports on
anything still outstanding or lost helps
us mitigate re-purchase and adds a
high level of accountability. Overall,
the reporting functions in Destiny
Resource Manager have allowed
us to save the district money.”
Piper-McClure said the reporting
features of Destiny have also
streamlined end-of-year materials
collection. “It’s allowed us to have a
100% collection rate from seniors for
textbooks and/or fines,” she said.
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ASSESSING CURRENT NEEDS WHILE PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE – ALL BACKED BY DATA
Destiny’s tracking capabilities have made a world of difference for the district. From the warehouse to the campus level,
the accuracy and accountability is saving time and money.
“With Destiny Resource Manager we are able to perform inventory in a steadfast and rapid manner during and after
school,” said Ervin. “It enables us to be less disruptive. We’ve been able to build workflows and processes consistently
across the district, which has improved our inventory and circulation process.”
Managing current resources is done while keeping an eye on the future. The fast-growing Northwest ISD has nearly
doubled its enrollment in the last decade, and it continues to expand. That type of rapid population increase can make
budgeting and purchase planning difficult, but the data aggregated in Destiny has helped staff make huge strides toward
keeping pace with the growth.
“Our district is growing rapidly, so we use the reporting and enrollment features of Destiny to accurately order for this
growth – and ordering for growth and accuracy saves us money,” said Piper-McClure. “In addition to accountability on
our barcoded items, Destiny has also given our campuses a clear sense of how consumables should be handled in order
to accommodate the growth we’re experiencing. This awareness prevents overages and limits shortages at the campus
level because they’re checking out items based on actual enrollment.”
A PARTNERSHIP FOR SUCCESS
While their previous management system required frequent calls to the software developer for support, Destiny has given
Northwest staff a new sense of freedom and accomplishment.
“With one call or email to Follett, we know they will immediately walk us through the process and teach us how to build
the custom reports we need. The support team is always mindful of our time constraints and has been on top of any
issue we’ve had. Their support has been phenomenal,” said Ervin.
Piper-McClure echoed Ervin’s thoughts. “I’ve rarely had to contact support,” she said. “But when I have to, it has always
been a painless experience. Follett knows when to escalate an issue and get things taken care of as fast as possible.”
The responsiveness of the Follett team, and the effectiveness of Destiny Resource Manager, are summed up by
Piper-McClure in how she describes her experience: “Effortless, collaborative, and effective.”
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